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ABSTRACT
This project aims to improve LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans,
and queer) representation in the University of Utah’s discrete math-
ematics course. Many practice problems in the course textbook rely
on heteronormative and/or cisnormative premises. We developed
alternatives that maintained the original mathematical content
while including minority identities, and then deployed them in a
homework assignment. Students also completed a survey on their
opinions of the new questions. Most students were open to the
inclusion of LGBTQ representation in their homework, and many
applauded it. However, students also suggested that subtle wording
was preferable, and that affirming problems should be sprinkled
across the course rather than concentrated in one assignment. Our
experience provides an example of framing mathematical content
to support an inclusive classroom climate, and we expect that our
lessons learned can inform assignments that affirm minority identi-
ties throughout the CS curriculum.
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• Social and professional topics → Computer science educa-
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1 INTRO: NOTICING THE PROBLEM
A core topic in discrete mathematics for computer scientists is com-
binatorics. A sample problem from our course textbook, Discrete
Mathematics: Mathematical Reasoning and Proof with Puzzles, Pat-
terns, and Games [9], describes members of an organization forming
committees: “there are 20 married couples and there is a rule prohibit-
ing spouses from serving on the same committee. How many five-man,
four-woman committees can be formed under this new restriction?”
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This problem, like many textbook combinatorics problems, uses
a heteronormative framing. That is, the problem relies on the as-
sumption that all marriages are heterosexual, consisting of one man
and one woman. During a lecture, Rakamarić, who has taught this
course several times, suddenly noticed the heteronormativity of the
textbook problems he was using as in-class exercises. On the spot,
he changed the problems to make them more LGBTQ-inclusive.
The subsequent informal feedback he received was quite positive,
especially from a trans student in the class:

[. . . ] Mostly, I would like to thank you for being a
conscientious teacher. Very rarely do I encounter pro-
fessors outside the Gender Studies department [who]
point out heteronormative and/or gender binary as-
sumptions. As a transman, these things are often on
my mind, and it was incredibly meaningful to have
you bring up these subjects.

The impact for this student of the revised problems motivated our
creation of affirming homework questions for the course.

We developed and deployed LGBTQ-affirming homework prob-
lems and gauged students’ reactions through a survey. The combi-
natorics problems align mathematically with the originals, while
including LGBTQ people in the problem contexts. Though most
students felt positive or neutral about the new problems, many rec-
ommended subtle wording and having a few such problems in each
assignment, rather than putting many of them in one homework.
We hope our experience and lessons learned are helpful to others
striving to make their classrooms welcoming for all students.

2 PRIORWORK: LGBTQ INCLUSION IN STEM
Supporting diversity through CS course content is a priority for the
SIGCSE community, evidenced by BoF sessions [2, 13, 18] and a re-
cent repository of inclusive assignments [28]. While many efforts to
broaden participation focus on women in computing, recent work
calls for more attention to queer identities, including trans and non-
binary genders [14]. Supporting LGBTQ students is particularly
important, as they are more likely than their cis/straight peers to
leave the CS major [26] and CS jobs [24] due to low sense of be-
longing and/or outright bullying. Yet, while the marginalization of
LGBTQ college students is recognized [6, 10, 17], LGBTQ-inclusion
in CS course content is understudied.

Research on LGBTQ high school students indicates that inclu-
sive curricula promote more welcoming and physically safer school
environments (e.g., from bullying) [5, 15, 25]. While limited, the
research on incorporating LGBTQ-inclusive curricula into post-
secondary STEM education suggests that it can improve learning
outcomes [8, 21]. In particular, DiPietro’s statistics course exclu-
sively examines LGBTQ issues, such as the challenges of sampling
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the LGBTQ population in the US [8]. This curriculum both reduces
stereotypical thinking and compellingly teaches applied statistics.

Diversifying a curriculum can involve varying degrees of depth,
from simple representation (e.g., including a child with two dads
in a story problem) to challenging the heteronormative status quo
(e.g., considering new ways of defining “family”) [19]. Banks [1]
describes four tiers of integration, where the lowest two recognize
contributions of marginalized communities and add related content
within an existing pedagogical structure. The highest two involve
full transformation of the curriculum around new perspectives and
action to apply the concepts learned to social change.While initially
proposed for multicultural education, Banks’ tiers have also guided
the design of inclusive LGBTQ curricula [15].

Our curricular changes operate on the lower tiers of Banks’
hierarchy: we included LGBTQ concepts and individuals in story
problems without altering the overall structure or goals of the
course. While this approach will not achieve the full potential of
CS classes to examine and address social issues (e.g., [16]), it is also
easier (and therefore more likely) for instructors to implement.

3 LGBTQ-AFFIRMING COMBINATORICS
Our discrete mathematics textbook [9] relies on cisnormative pro-
nouns and heteronormative example scenarios (sample question
in section 1). Problems often describe groups as being necessar-
ily composed entirely of men and/or women, making no mention
of transgender, non-binary, or intersex individuals (cisnormative),
and assume that all couples consist of one man and one woman,
ignoring other gender configurations (heteronormative). Although
cis/hetero-normative questions appeared most frequently in the
sections on Combinatorics and Probability, they are present in six
of the seven chapters.

We give abbreviated examples1 of our inclusive questions next:
(1) Charlie and her girlfriend, Amber, go to lunch at a restaurant

with 7 sandwiches and 5 drinks on the menu. How many
possible two-sandwich, two-drink meals can they order (re-
gardless of which of them orders first) if they order different
sandwiches and drinks from each other?

(2) You conduct an experiment in which you interview a large
number of families, each of which has 5 children. For each
family, you write down the biological sex (M for male, F for
female, I for intersex) of the children, in order from oldest to
youngest. How many possible results are there?

(3) A group of students is surveyed about race and gender iden-
tity for research purposes. The survey lists 6 categories for
race and 4 categories for gender. How many different survey
results are possible if students are allowed to check 1 vs. 2
boxes for race and 1 vs. 2 for gender?

Context and Positionality. Although a majority of Utahns sup-
port marriage equality [12], GLSEN reports that “most LGBTQ stu-
dents in Utah experienced anti-LGBTQ victimization at school” [11].
Richard (they), a queer game design student, wants to use peda-
gogical principles to improve the learning experiences of minority
students and support students’ varied interests in computing. Wiese
(she), a straight ally, focuses on integrating inclusivity with mathe-
matics cognition. Rakamarić (he), a straight ally, wants to make the
1We publicly released the full problem set and survey [22].

classroom more inclusive for LGBTQ students, but does not have
specific expertise on inclusivity.

4 ASSIGNMENT & SURVEY DEPLOYMENT
Rakamarić included six minority-affirming questions on a problem
set assigned as homework: the three presented in section 3, one
on forming a committee for a diversity club (shown in section 5.1),
one on ordering the letters LGBTQIA with various constraints,
and one on forming a 3-person voting rights task force from a 15-
person group. The assignment also included six typical problems:
three without humans, one with stereotypically gendered names
(Jack and Jill) but no explicit gender indications, one with a male
baseball player with he/him pronouns, and one with an explicit
binary where each student in class provides “his or her” birthday.

4.1 Course Enrollment and Demographics
The Discrete Mathematics course had 220 students. According to
the university’s demographic survey, 19% were female and 81%
were male (the survey options do not include non-binary genders).
This course is required for the Computer Science major. 192 / 220
students (87%) submitted solutions for the combinatorics assign-
ment. This rate is typical; since one homework is dropped, most
have 190–200 submissions. Although we do not have a controlled
comparison of the difficulty between the inclusive problem set and
a typical one, the assignment grades were consistent with expec-
tation, indicating that the difficulty was not dramatically different
from prior years. Rakamarić reviewed students’ Piazza questions
about the homework, and found no noticeable difference in quan-
tity compared to other assignments (none of students’ Piazza posts
pertained directly to inclusivity). The course teaching assistants
supported the inclusivity of the homework, and noted that all stu-
dent comments to them about the inclusivity were positive.

4.2 Survey Design
A survey asked students if they noticed the affirming problems and
what they thought of them. Exact question wordings are presented
with their respective results in section 5. To obtain context about
the role of student identity in the class, our survey asked students
for their age, sexual orientation, and gender. Following established
best practices for inclusive survey design [7, 20, 23], we used open-
response formats for the identity questions rather than multiple
choice, and only asked students to self-identify factors that were
directly relevant to our research. Of the 184 respondents, 153 (83%)
self-identified as straight/heterosexual, and 27 (15%) as lesbian, gay,
bisexual, or another orientation (4 declined to self-identify); 148
(80%) self-identified as male/man, 33 (18%) as female/woman, and 1
as genderqueer (2 declined).

This survey was offered to students as an optional, online Canvas
quiz for a small amount of extra credit. The survey was anonymous:
the instructor could see who completed the survey (to award ex-
tra credit), but students’ identifiers were not connected to their
responses. Therefore, we cannot tell which respondents completed
the assignment. The survey was available through the course web-
site for one week after the inclusive homework was due. 184 / 220
students (84%) participated in the survey; 172 of these students had



submitted a homework solution. Our IRB determined this work was
non-human subjects research (submission #00140880).

5 SURVEY RESULTS & ANALYSIS
For multiple-choice questions, we report how many students se-
lected each option. To analyze open responses, we used thematic
analysis [4]: for each question, Richard read all responses and gen-
erated an initial list of codes based on emergent themes. All authors
participated in iterative coding sessions to review the themes and
collapse categories or generate new ones as needed to reflect the
nuances of the responses. We segmented the responses that in-
cluded multiple ideas so that each idea could be coded separately.
We present the themes, the student responses they cover, and rep-
resentative quotations (verbatim except for square brackets).

5.1 Initial Reactions - Multiple Choice
The first question asked Did you notice that some of the problems
on your most recent homework emphasized inclusiveness regarding
gender and sexual orientation? Most students did notice – multiple-
choice (MC) responses were Yes: 171 (93%),No: 7 (4%), Unsure: 6 (3%).
Responses to the second question, How did these inclusive problems
make you feel? showed that most students felt neutral about them –
MC responses: Very Comfortable: 40 (22%), Somewhat Comfortable:
17 (9%); Neutral: 103 (56%), Somewhat Uncomfortable: 21 (11%), Very
Uncomfortable: 3 (2%). While more students felt comfortable than
uncomfortable (31% vs. 13%), it is notable that the problem set made
some students very uncomfortable.

To facilitate comparison between the typical and inclusive prob-
lems, the survey presented one of the inclusive homework problems
and a matched textbook problem with a similar context:

Textbook: An organization has 10 male and 7 female
members. In how many ways can the organization
elect a president, vice president, and secretary if all
three officers may not be of the same sex?
Homework: A student club focused on diversity is
forming a recruitment committee consisting of 7 of its
30 members. 10 of the club’s members identify as gay
and 5 identify as asexual. How many ways are there
to form a recruitment committee which includes at
least three members from each of these groups?

The survey then asked Which of the above problems do you think is
harder to solve? MC responses: Textbook version: 27 (15%),Homework
version: 43 (23%), Neither: 114 (62%) and also Which of the above
problems do you prefer overall? MC responses: Textbook version: 40
(22%), Homework version: 54 (29%), Neither : 90 (49%).

5.2 Reasoning about Specific Problems
For the follow-up open response questionWhy do you prefer the ver-
sion you chose? (open-response), 83 responses were not substantive
(e.g., “N/A” or repeating a multiple-choice option without elabo-
ration). However, 95% of the non-substantive responses preferred
neither version, so the question did not apply in the first place.

Of the 94 students who stated a preference in the multiple-choice
question, 90 (96%) wrote substantive explanations. We used the the-
matic methods described above to analyze students’ reasoning,

summarized in Table 1, cross-tabulated with multiple-choice se-
lections. The following subsections explain each theme, roughly
ordered from most to least supportive. Three responses could not
be categorized because they were too vague or inconsistent (e.g.,
P2 preferred the textbook problem because “It doesn’t seem to be as
clear as the problem in the homework” ).

5.2.1 Supported the Homework’s LGBTQ-inclusivity. There were 32
students who explained they valued the inclusivity. The approach in
the homework matched their sense of modern values (“they injected
2020’s social norms without going over the top,” P56), making the
problems “fresh” (P111), and “less dated” (P94). Students emphasized
the importance of representation for others (“seeing a representation
of themselves may make an impact,” P124) and for themselves (“As
someone who identifies in the LGBTQ+ spectrum, inclusiveness is nice,”
P66). Students perceived the inclusive problems as making LGBTQ
identities “normalized and just a part of everyday life” (P19), and
“remind[ing] people [. . . ] that the community exists and is just as much
a part of the world as anyone else! :)” (P72). Tone was important:

P160: In my education experience, I have never inter-
acted so casually with gender identities and sexual
orientations other than what traditionally has been
accepted; I thought that was cool to see.

Another student saw the inclusive wording as “an effort to address
how even the language of math questions can serve to reinforce prob-
lematic cultural stereotypes” (P105). That the inclusion of LGBTQ
identities is notable highlights the exclusion of these identities in
typical assignments.

5.2.2 Homework Problem Wording was Clearer. Five students ex-
plained that the homework version was easier to understand be-
cause of its wording. The textbook was confusing to some because
“it says that all three officers may not be of the same sex but only the
number of males and females was quantified while the others are
not” (P125). While the cis-normative assumptions in the textbook
problem may make it clearer for students who expect them, cis-
normative text can be less understandable for students who do not
hold those assumptions. Others did not pinpoint what made the
homework problem clearer.

5.2.3 Reasons Unrelated to Inclusivity. Thirty-six students included
reasoning based on other features besides the inclusive wording, or
explicitly stated the inclusivity did not matter to them. Fifteen noted
mathematical features of the problem (e.g., the number of variables)
or of the course resources: “[the textbook includes] references to
find the right answer” (P106), “more similar to the example that we
have solved in lecture set” (P39). Sixteen students noted the level
of difficulty or clarity without explaining if the inclusive wording
affected either, e.g.: “Easier” (P49), “the wording of the question better
fit the method used to solve it” (P32). Six felt the inclusive language
did not impact them personally, but may help others.

Since the first survey question focused on “inclusiveness regarding
gender and sexual orientation”, and since 28 of these 36 students
noticed both the inclusive language and expressed a preference
on the multiple-choice question, it is notable that only 6 of them
addressed it (to say they did not care). The remaining students
may also not have cared at all, or may have thought the inclusive
language should be commonplace and that commenting on it would



Table 1: Themes Crossed with Multiple Choice: a Specific Textbook (Typical) vs. Homework (LGBTQ-Inclusive) Problem

Open-Response Themes Students
Preferred Version Feelings on Future Incl. Problems

Typical Neither Inclusive Negative Neutral Positive

Supported homework’s LGBTQ-inclusivity 32 0 2 30 1 0 31
Homework wording was clearer 5 5 0 0 0 2 3
No preference on inclusive wording 36 14 5 17 4 15 17
Inclusive wording increased cognitive load 16 12 3 1 5 6 5
Lacked nuance and/or self-defeating 9 7 1 1 6 1 2
Opposed LGBTQ-inclusive language in class 8 7 1 0 3 5 0
Not substantive 83 2 79 2 5 50 28
Too vague or inconsistent to categorize 3 1 1 1 0 2 1

Total (8 students have multiple themes) 184 40 90 54 20 80 84

turn it into a big deal. Others may not have felt comfortable voicing
their discomfort with the wording.

5.2.4 Inclusive Wording Increased Extraneous Cognitive Load. For
12 students, the wording of the homework problem made it more
difficult. The textbook problem was “less wordy” (P65); “simpler and
shorter” (P9). (The textbook problem is 34 words and the homework
problem is 52 words.) Other students addressed the content, saying
the homework problem includes “unneeded details” (P3) and “more
fluff” (P31). Some students reflected that the cisnormativity in the
textbook problem made it easier to understand because it was more
familiar, e.g., “[. . . ] less people are familiar with those group types
which kind of adds an unfamiliarity with the question material psy-
chologically” (P170),“[. . . ] I think it is much easier to acknowledge the
difference when you say male and female subconsciously rather than
gay or asexual because we didn’t hear than in book ever throughout
my schooling” (P102), and “I did notice myself getting a bit distracted
on homework 5 when I was writing the problem out due to the different
nature of it being more inclusive. I don’t think that is a bad thing just
something that caught my attention” (P173).

These responses point to an additional cognitive load [27] of the
inclusive problems: for students who are unfamiliar with terms like
asexual, understanding the text takes extra effort that is unrelated
to learning the mathematics. For this problem, students must also
realize that gay and asexual are exclusive in this context, and that
the sexual orientations of the other club members are not relevant.
Even for students familiar with inclusive language, seeing LGBTQ
representation in a mathematics context may be unexpected, and
therefore require more cognitive resources to process.

5.2.5 Inclusive Problems Lacked Nuance and/or were Self-defeating.
Nine students thought our implementation was heavy-handed, e.g.:
“trying too hard to be ‘inclusive’ ” (P5), “far too ‘in-your-face’ ” (P41)
and self-defeating, e.g.: “I personally feel that the inclusion of under-
represented groups felt a bit forced, in a way that would not benefit
the community, and just felt a bit awkward” (P68). Three of these stu-
dents interpreted the homework problem as recommending that the
recruitment committee include disproportionately more gay and
asexual members than the club as a whole, and called this “amus-
ing” (P3), “a little strange” (P109), and that “trying to select LGBTQ

members specifically in questions is further discrimination towards
the LGBTQ community” (P155). These responses did not overtly
oppose inclusion in general, but did recommend more subtlety.

Only one student in this category preferred the homework prob-
lem, and this student recommended “focusing on what the mem-
bers are doing instead of what they are” (P119). This student self-
identified as bisexual and noted “I’m not sure if I would be 100%
onboard if somebody wanted to identify me as an unnamed bisex-
ual in a homework problem. Sexuality is one part of many changing
aspects of a person’s identification of themselves.”

5.2.6 Opposed Seeing LGBTQ-inclusive Language in Class. There
were 8 students who expressed discomfort with the inclusive lan-
guage without suggesting that modifying the problems might alle-
viate it. Some did not want to engage with LGBTQ material, e.g.,
“I am just uncomfortable with the subject” (P57), “I just don’t like to
think about these issues while I’m focusing on hw”, (P154) and saw it
as inappropriate for a technical class:

P54: I don’t think sexual orientation has anything
to do with discreet mathematics. It seems like yet
another way to push a certain way of thinking on stu-
dents when all were trying to do is learn math. Why
can’t you just use examples that aren’t conflictive?

Others expressed their support for LGBTQ inclusion in general, but
opposed the inclusive language in the homework problems:

P4: I have nothing against the LGBTQIA community,
I support them. I just felt the last assignment was a bit
political and I simply didn’t enjoy having it in the mix.
Textbook version seems more clean and to-the-point
to me.

Another student preferred the textbook problem because it was
“More neutral as it does not directly state the sexual orientations”
(P154). These responses, even the ones explicitly voicing support for
LGBTQ people, position the textbook language ofmale, female, and
sex as neutral (and therefore focused on the mathematics), and the
homework problems as non-neutral. That cis- and hetero-normative
language is seen as “to-the-point” (P4) and “mathy” (P137), while
LGBTQ-inclusive language is seen as “political” (P4), “conflictive”



(P54), and “out of place” (P137) exemplifies why LGBTQ students
feel that they are not welcomed in the computer science community.

Other students were concerned with how they would be per-
ceived when using LGBTQ-related language, and the associated
effort of “making sure you’re writing about sensitive subjects politely”
(P30). One wrote, “[I] don’t really want to write something like ‘3
gays’ because that just sounds somewhat demeaning/disrespectful”
(P88). Notably, these responses focus on the risks to the writer of
being perceived as offensive, rather than the risk of harming other
students through disrespectful language.

5.3 Reasoning about Inclusivity in General
There were 121 (out of 184) survey respondents who provided a
substantive answer to the final open response question: “Any addi-
tional feedback for the Discrete Math staff regarding inclusiveness?”
Out of those, 103 addressed inclusivity (18 raised other issues such
as homework quantity). We analyzed the responses with the same
thematic methods described for the previous question. For this
question, each response aligned with one theme, so we report the
number of students (rather than responses). As the themes here
overlap with those in the previous section, we focus on the addi-
tional ideas elicited by this question.

5.3.1 Supported Inclusivity. Fifty students praised the effort to im-
prove representation and inclusivity, for generally the same reasons
as discussed in Sec. 5.2.1. However, half of these students had not
explicitly supported the homework’s LGBTQ-inclusive language
in the previous open response question. For this question, those
students mostly gave high-level praise, like “Keep up the inclusion!”
(P95), and supported the goals for others though it did not affect
them, e.g., “These types of problems don’t bother me so therefore if
they help others feel more included I am all for it” (P80), with some
cautioning about difficulty, e.g., “the inclusiveness is a good thing, as
long as the difficulty of the class is not raised” (P35). The difference in
responses between the two questions demonstrates the importance
of asking both types: on the specific problems used and on inclusiv-
ity broadly. Many who did not have a strong opinion between the
two problems or who focused on their difficulty in the first open
response still supported the broader goal.

Some students, while supporting the effort overall, also critiqued
the language (e.g., responding to question 2 in section 3, P119
applauding the inclusion of intersex alongside male and female,
but criticized the phrase biological sex as exclusionary to trans and
genderqueer people). This example shows how language that is
intended to be inclusive can still miss the mark.

5.3.2 Supported Inclusivity but Suggested Implementation Changes.
There were 15 students who supported LGBTQ inclusion in the
problem sets in general, but recommended more subtlety in the
problem wording and/or sprinkling a few throughout the course
rather than having all in one assignment. Eight students described
the problem set overall as “forced” (P27, P61, P68, P73, P103, P114,
P145) or “pandering” (P97). A self-identified lesbian woman ex-
plained that while representation was nice in general, too much
was uncomfortable:

P147: It’s fun, but ‘toomuch representation’, at least to
me, seems a bit spotlight-y. Personally I really enjoyed

the questions and even texted my girlfriend about
how cool it was to have some hella gay homework.
It’s nice to have, but I don’t really mind one way or the
other. In the future having a few questions sprinkled
throughout like the last assignment would be nice.

Hence, while many of these students were just as enthusiastic about
the goals as those in the previous category, they encouraged us
to “dial it back” (P114) for the comfort of both LGBTQ students
and students who may oppose inclusivity – they preferred nods to
identity like “Charlie and *her* girlfriend” (P7), not explicit labels.

5.3.3 Abstain or Neutral. Nineteen students held neutral opinions
(“I don’t have a preference”, P125), did not think this type of inclusiv-
ity was important but did not oppose it (“It shouldn’t matter whether
a problem includes lesbian couples or different sexual orientations
[. . . ] If you change problems, fine. If you leave them alone, fine”, P76),
or thought their voices were irrelevant (“You won’t have anything
interesting from me, as I am a straight and mostly white male. But be
sure to be open and receptive to what minority groups have to say!”,
P133).

5.3.4 Opposed Inclusive Representation. Seventeen students ob-
jected to greater LGBTQ inclusion on homework assignments. Some
responses suggested it was not useful (“I don’t think it is necessary or
helps anyone when you put gender identity, race, religion, politics, etc.
in a math question.” P31), and that it drew the focus away from the
mathematics (“I was surprised by the inclusive questions. It honestly
distracted me from the hw and made the questions more difficult”
P154). Others described the LGBTQ-inclusion on the homework as
“controversial” (P32) and “trying to push a political agenda” (P128).
These responses recommended that we “remove human elements”
(P79) to make the problems neutral. The rhetoric, which is not
overtly homophobic, has parallels to colorblind approaches for dis-
cussing racism [3], especially the concept that attention to race is
racist (“what causes these issues in the first place is how people go out
of their way to be inclusive” P122) and narrow conceptions of equal
access or opportunity (e.g, P41 explains “inclusiveness means ‘every-
one is welcome here’. This doesn’t mean that ‘everyone is celebrated
here’ [...if] all people have equal access to education, the university
is doing its job” ). In this view, it is sufficient for LGBTQ students
to have equal access to the course materials, even if those course
materials are all cis/hetero-normative.

5.4 Other Aspects of Identity in CS
Our survey also asked students to select all aspects of their identity
which were important to them (from a list of: age, gender, sexual
orientation, race/ethnicity, religion/spirituality, political affiliation,
and an ‘other’ option that could be filled). For each listed identity,
a multiple-choice question asked How would you say your identity
is treated in the CS department, with respect to your <aspect of iden-
tity>? with a 5-point scale from Very Maligned to Very Affirmed
and an option This aspect of my identity is unimportant to me. The
most common selection, for each question, was Neutral. The next
most common were Unimportant and Affirmed (collapsing Very and
Somewhat) — in that order for race/ethinicity, religion/sprituality,
and politics, tied for orientation, and in the reverse order for age
and gender. Only one respondent felt Very Maligned for anything



(their political affiliation). However, across all surveyed aspects of
identity, at least one student felt Somewhat Maligned (15 for gender,
13 for race/ethnicity, 8 for politics, 6 for religion/spirituality, 4 for
age, and 1 for orientation). Of the 15 students who felt Somewhat
Maligned for their gender, 13 self-identified as female/women. Only
33 women participated in the survey; that almost 40% were un-
comfortable in the department is troubling. Of the 33 women, 24
self-identified as straight, and 9 self-identified as lesbian, bi, queer,
or asexual (LBQA). The LBQA women were slightly more likely
than the straight women to feel Somewhat Maligned for gender
(44% vs. 38%). While only one student felt Somewhat Maligned for
orientation, that student self-identified as both queer and female,
and also felt Somewhat Maligned for gender.

6 LESSONS LEARNED
On the whole, students were positive or neutral about LGBTQ repre-
sentation in their homework. Forty percent (74 students) explicitly
supported inclusion on at least one open-response question, and
16% (30) felt positively toward future inclusive problems (multiple-
choice). Only 11% (21) opposed inclusivity in an open response,
and 5% (9) felt negatively toward future inclusive problems. Hence,
student reception to introducing inclusive material will likely be
positive overall.

Of the 28 students who self-identified as non-straight or gen-
derqueer, 46% (13) were explicitly supportive in an open response,
and 25% (7) more felt positively toward future inclusive problems. 3
opposed it in an open response, and 2 more felt negatively toward
future inclusive problems. LGBTQ students are not monolithic, and
negative responses from them caution us in particular to design
materials which truly support the students we are trying to affirm.

6.1 Designing Inclusive Problems
Our recommendations respond to students’ and instructors’ goals
that inclusive problems feel natural and do not affect difficulty:

(1) Spread out affirming problems throughout the course, in-
stead of having one affirmation-heavy assignment.

(2) Focus on what the people are doing or use context clues
rather than labels alone.

(3) Ensure that the length of the problem statement and the
mathematical complexity is aligned with textbook problems.

(4) Consider defining terms that may be unfamiliar, and clarify
when identities are exclusive vs. possibly overlapping.

Since affirming problems are still rare, instructors might consider
explicitly discussing them early in the course, as described below.

6.2 Introducing Inclusivity in Class
Surprise may have exacerbated some students’ negative reactions
to the inclusive problems. Rakamarić had not wanted to call extra
attention to the inclusive problems, believing that they should not
be noteworthy. However, such problems are noteworthy because of
how rare they are; in retrospect, introducing themmay have helped.
Still, an instructor’s discussion of inclusivity must not feel forced
or put an uncomfortable spotlight on minorities. One strategy is to
discuss inclusivity when reviewing the syllabus. At our university,
syllabi often include a boilerplate diversity statement. The instruc-
tor could explain what respecting diversity means in their class,

including policies for missing class for religious observances, hon-
oring students’ names and pronouns, etc. The instructor could point
out that the book uses cis/hetero-normative assumptions, but that
course problems will be diverse and course staff welcome student
feedback on inclusivity. Mentioning inclusive problems alongside
other policies for diversity may strike a balance of providing context
but not being heavy handed.

6.2.1 Concerns about Inclusive Problems. Several straight/cis stu-
dents who counted themselves as allies seemed uncomfortable with
LGBTQ inclusivity in their homework out of concern that they
might accidentally say something offensive. Similar concerns might
silence otherwise inclusive STEM professors, who fear they do not
know the best way to address concerns with heteronormativity or
gender bias in course curriculum. However, the fact that even the
most well-meaning allies will occasionally make mistakes should
not prevent us from striving to make our learning environments
more inclusive and affirming of LGBTQ students. In this regard,
instructors can model respect by soliciting feedback and treating it
as an opportunity to learn and improve.

Instructors may also be concerned that some students will feel
that affirming problems are uncomfortable, political, or inappropri-
ate for a math class. About 11% of our surveyed students (21/184)
opposed the inclusive language for these or similar reasons (in an
open response). Studentsmay not recognize the degree of cis/hetero-
normativity in traditional word problems, because those assump-
tions are taken for granted and seen as neutral. This perspective
results from the lack of broad representation in STEM classes in gen-
eral, and is part of what makes CS feel uncomfortable for marginal-
ized groups. While negative reactions were much less common than
positive ones, instructors should be prepared for them.

6.3 Women in Computer Science
Nearly 40% of women respondents (13/33) felt “Somewhat Maligned”
in the department regarding their gender. Their opinions on LGBTQ-
inclusivity indicate that female CS students who feel maligned for
their gender may also benefit from inclusive coursework design; 12
wanted to see more inclusive problems in the future (1 was neutral)
and 8 explicitly supported inclusivity in an open response (none
opposed it). A self-identified straight, cis-woman wrote "Many of
my friends are a part of the LGBTQ+ community, so it’s nice to see
problems that are inclusive of their community!" (P126). Further,
gender and sexual orientation intersect; women who are also sexual
minorities may feel unwelcome along both dimensions. Inclusive
representation may be particularly important for them.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS
We developed and deployed a homework assignment featuring
combinatorics problems designed to affirm LGBTQ identities in
the University of Utah’s discrete mathematics course. We take stu-
dents’ positive reactions as a sign of success. Still, some students
seemed to oppose inclusivity, highlighting the need for it. Based on
students’ suggestions and our lessons learned, we plan to spread
affirming content throughout the course. As an additional strategy
for abstract or numerical problems, we are incorporating histori-
cal factoids about relevant mathematicians in footnotes, to point
students to a set of diverse (and often lesser-known) thinkers.
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